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Abstract
With  the  vast  amount  of  information  in  various  formats  that  is  produced  today  it
becomes necessary for consumers of this information to be able to judge if it is relevant
for  them.  One  way  to  enable  that  is  to  provide  information  about each piece  of
information, i.e. provide metadata. When metadata is to be edited by a human being, a
metadata editor needs to be provided. This thesis describes the design and practical use
of a configuration mechanism for metadata editors called  annotation profiles,  that  is
intended to enable a flexible metadata editing environment. An annotation profile is an
instance of  an  Annotation Profile Model  (APM), which is an information model that
can gather information from many sources. This model has been developed by the
author  together  with  colleagues  at  the  Royal  Institute  of  Technology  and  Uppsala
University  in Sweden. It  is designed so that an annotation profile can  hold enough
information for an application to generate a  customized metadata editor from it. The
APM works with metadata expressed  in a format called RDF (Resource Description
Framwork), which forms the technical basis for the Semantic Web. It also works with
metadata that is expressed using a model similar to RDF. The RDF model provides a
simple  way  of  combining  metadata  standards  and  this  makes  it  possible  for  the
resulting metadata editor to combine different metadata standards into one metadata
description.  Resources  that  are  meant  to be  used in a  learning  situation  can be  of
various  media  types  (audio-  or  video-files,  documents,  etc.),  which gives  rise  to a
situation where different metadata standards have to be used in combination. Such a
resource would typically contain educational metadata from one standard, but for each
media type a different metadata standard might be used for the technical description. To
combine all the metadata into a single metadata record is desirable and made possible
when using RDF. The focus in this thesis is on metadata for resources that can be used
in such learning contexts. 

One of the major advantages of using annotation profiles is that they enable change of
metadata editor without having to modify the code of an application. In contrast, the
annotation profile is updated to fit the required changes. In this way, the programmer of
an application can avoid the  responsibility of  deciding which metadata  that  can be
edited as well as the structure of it. Instead, such decisions can be left to the metadata
specialist that creates the annotation profiles to be used. 

The Annotation Profile Model  can be  divided into two models,  the  Graph Pattern
Model that holds information on what parts of the metadata that can be edited, and the
Form Template Model that provides information about how the different parts of the
metadata editor should be structured. An instance of the Graph Pattern Model is called
a graph pattern, and it defines which parts of the metadata that the annotation profile
will be editable. The author has developed an approach to how this information can be
used when the RDF metadata to edit is stored on a remote system, e.g. a system that
can only be accessed over a network.  In such cases the graph pattern cannot be used
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directly, even though it defines the structures that can be affected in the editing process.
The method developed describes how the specific parts of metadata  are extracted for
editing and updating when the metadata author has finished editing.

A situation where annotation profiles have proven valuable is presented in chapter  6.
Here the author have taken part in developing a portfolio system for learning resources
in the area of blood diseases, hematology. A set of annotation profiles was developed in
order  to  adapt  the  portfolio  system  for  this  particular  community.  The  annotation
profiles  made  use  of  an  existing  curriculum  for  hematology  that  provides   a
competence  profile of this field. The annotation profile makes use this  curriculum in
two ways:

1. As a part of the personal profile for each user, i.e. metadata about a person.
Through the editor, created from an annotation profile, the user can express
his/her skill/knowledge/competence in the field of hematology.

2. The metadata  can associate  a learning resource can with certain parts of the
competence description, thus expressing that the learning resource deals with
a  specific  part  of  the  competence profile.  This  provides  a  mechanism  for
matching learning need with available learning resources. 

As the field of hematology is evolving, the competence profile will need to be updated.
Because  of  the  use  of  annotation  profiles,  the  metadata  editors  in question  can be
updated simply by changing the corresponding annotation profiles. This is an example
of  the  benefits  of  annotation  profiles  within  an  installed  application.  Annotation
Profiles can  also  be  used  for  applications  that  aim  to  support  different  metadata
expressions, since the set of metadata editors can be easily changed. 

The  system  of  portfolios  mentioned  above  provides  this  flexibility  in  metadata
expression, and it has successfully been configured to work with resources from other
domain areas,  notably  organic farming,  by using another  set of annotation profiles.
Hence,  to  use annotation  profiles has  proven useful  in  these  settings  due  to  the
flexibility that  the  Annotation  Profile  Model  enables.  Plans  for  the  future  include
developing an editor for annotation profiles in order to provide a simple way to create
such profiles.  
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Acronyms and
Definitions

Acronyms
CBD � Concise Bounded Description, a subgraph from a larger graph that contains the
description of a specific resource/node in the  RDF graph.  Formal definition can be
found here: http://www.w3.org/Submission/CBD/ 

CFI � Choice Form Item,  a  part  of  the  a  form template that is  in turn part  of  an
annotation  profile  that  is  described  in  this  thesis. A Choice  Form  Item  contains
information on how a value can be edited when it is selected from a restricted set of
values.

DCAM � Dublin Core Abstract Model, an abstract model for metadata used by the
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. See http://dublincore.org/documents/abstract-model

DCAP � Dublin Core Application Profile, such a profiles defines the set of metadata
records  which  meet  specific  application  needs  while  providing  semantic
interoperability with other applications on the basis of globally defined vocabularies
and models.

DCMI  �  Dublin  Core  Metadata  Initiative,  an  open  organization  engaged  in  the
development  of  interoperable  metadata  standards  that  support  a  broad  range  of
purposes. They have the mission statement: �to provide simple standards to facilitate
the finding, sharing and management of information�. See http://dublincore.org

DSP �  Description  Set  Profile,  a  machine-processable  expression  of  the  metadata
constraints  of  a  Dublin  Core  Application  Profile.  Described  in  detail  here:
http://dublincore.org/documents/abstract-model

GFI �  Group Form  Item,  a  part  of  the  a  form template that  is in turn part  of  an
annotation  profile  that  is  described  in  this  thesis.  A Group  Form  Item  contains
information on how other Group, Text or Choice form items are grouped.

OWL �  Web  Ontology  Language,  a  modeling  language  for  expressing  formal
semantics of RDF properties and classes.

RDF �  Resource  Description  Framework,  a  W3C  specification  for  metadata
descriptions. See http://www.w3c.org/RDF

RDFS �  RDF  Vocabulary  Description  Language  (earlier  called  RDF  Schema),
extension to RDF that provides possibilities to create RDF Vocabularies by defining
basic classes and properties. See http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
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SCAM � Standardized Contextualized Access to Metadata, a general purpose metadata
repository for RDF metadata

SPARQL � SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, a query language for RDF
endorsed by the W3C.

TFI � Text Form Item, a part of the a form template that is in turn part of an annotation
profile that is described in this thesis. A Text Form Item contains information on how a
value is to be edited with text as input.

URI � Uniform Resource Identifier, a string of characters used to identify a name or a
resource on the Internet.

W3C �  World  Wide  Web  Consortium � international  community  that  develops
standards to ensure the long-term growth of the Web, see http://www.w3c.org

XML � eXtensible Markup Language � W3C specification for encoding documents in
machine readable form. See http://www.w3.org/XML

Definitions
Metadata � Descriptive data about identifiable things

Metadata  record �  a  piece  of  data  adhering  to  some  metadata  specification  and
interpretable as information about a thing.
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Introduction

1. Introduction
Before  the  World  Wide  Web  had  achieved  a  large  uptake,  the  task  of  gathering
information could take a lot of time due to limited possibilities of access. People would
have to rely on the information that existed in their close surrounding, either in the
form of printed material or stored on a computer system that could be accessed. The
local  (public)  library would be the  typical  place where  people would go to access
information in the form of books and magazines.  Most libraries usually also kept a
catalog where a record was kept for each book in the form of a physical card. These
cards were  the holders of  metadata about  books, magazines and other things in the
library.

1.1 The notion of metadata
As described above, the search for a book did not need to involve physically going
through all the books.  The purpose of  the library cards was to simplify search and
handling  of  the  books,  for  example  by  keeping  information  on  where  they  were
physically  located.  Because  of  the  physical  nature  of  the  cards,  they  had  to  be
organized according to a single principle, typically the surname of the author. This was
a fundamental limitation when performing searches, for instance knowing the title of
the book was of little use unless you also knew the authors name. In order to provide
searches for  another attribute, like the title, a whole new set of cards needed to be
created, sorted with that attribute and stored. This would be a tedious task if there were
many attributes to sort by as each would mean creating a whole new set of cards for all
the books in the library. 

When the  information about  the  books was  transferred to a computer  system, new
possibilities opened up for searching and managing the metadata. Especially searching
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1. Introduction

for books became much more versatile when the computer system could easily create
different  indexes.  The metadata  of  the  book could also  be  presented in new ways,
paving the way for the web based access we have today. Today the web provides access
to a variety of things commonly referred to as resources. Books is just one example,
others include documents, audio- or video-files. Metadata for these resources are useful
in many ways, for example to decide whether to access a resource or not. Metadata can
include simple things like the title, or more complicated things like the format of the
file. 

To conclude,  metadata  solves  the problem of finding information in the  form of a
resource (a book, document, audio file, etc.) without having to actually deal with the
resource itself.  This brings us to the point where we give a definition for metadata.
Metadata is often described as �data about data�. This definition is the most common,
even though different  sources use  variations of this. For example, the  Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative (DCMI) uses the following definition in their glossary: �An item of
metadata may describe an individual data item or a collection of data items. Metadata
is used to facilitate the understanding, use and management of data.�. This definition
tells us that an �item of metadata� only �may� describe certain data, that is, it is not
required to describe any piece of data at all. Most definitions do however leave us to
understand that metadata describes digital data. However, with such a definition non-
digital entities would be left out, such as persons, cars, buildings or even geographical
locations. These are  things or resources that can be described and in order to include
them, a wider definition of what metadata is about is necessary. Nilsson and Naeve (in
press) proposes the definition �Descriptive data about identifiable things� which does
not restrict metadata to be only about digital entities, but this definition also tells us
that:

1. Metadata needs to be a description about a thing, and hence it is a stricter
definition than the one offered by DCMI,

2. that the thing described is identifiable, which according to Nilsson (2010) is a
�basic  requirement  for  being  able  to  to  reach  a  minimum  level  of
interoperability�. 

The interoperability aspect  is  recognized  as  an  important  one,  that  will  be  further
discussed in section 1.2. The definition of metadata given by Nilsson and Naeve is the
one that will be used in the rest of this thesis. 

One of the reasons why the Internet and the WWW achieved such a wide uptake was
the  communication protocols  TCP/IP and HTTP that  standardized how information
should be transferred. By using this technique, a database of a library can be accessed
or a picture can both be uploaded and accessed on an image-service, like Flickr or
Picasa, just to name two currently existing ones. A widely used standard for describing
things  on the  web  is  a  recommendation  from  the  W3C under  the  name  Resource
Description Framework (RDF). It has been a W3C recommendation since 1999, but it
has been revised and the current documentation of the recommendation is dated 2004.
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The notion of metadata

Today RDF is the only metadata framework, independent of specific domains, that is
publicly endorsed by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). There are also indications
that the usage of RDF is increasing, one indication of that can be found in the statistics
of usage of the RDF Module for the Content management system Drupal (Drupal, n.d.).
Furthermore, according to Nilsson (2010) RDF is one of few current specifications that
provide a framework for  metadata  interoperability on the web. It also provides the
possibilities to combine different metadata standards, which might seem as a simple
problem solve at a first glance, but turns out to be a rather  complicated one. Many
metadata  standards that  exist  today have been developed with a  certain domain in
mind, depending on what they aim to describe. As an example, the MPEG-7 metadata
standard  was  developed  to  describe  the  technical  aspects  of  audiovisual  content.
Another  example  is  the  IEEE  Standard  for  Learning  Object  Metadata  (usually
abbreviated IEEE LOM) that is used to describe an object that can be used in a learning
situation. When the resource to describe is both a movie and a learning object, the need
for a combination of the two standards becomes apparent.

The IEEE LOM (IEEE Computer Society, 2002) is a metadata standard used when
describing  so  called  Learning  Objects.  It  was  the  first  metadata  standard  for  an
educational  context  that  was acknowledged  by  a  large  standardization organization
(IEEE),  and  it  is  often  used  when  describing  such  kinds  of  resources.  The  name
Learning Object indicates that the resource being described using IEEE LOM can be
used in a  learning  context.  More  specifically,  the  IEEE LOM standard  makes  the
definition �any entity -digital or non-digital- that may be used for learning, education
or training�. Without reflecting too much on this definition, one can wonder what falls
outside this definition? I.e. what is not a Learning Object? With such a wide definition
it becomes apparent that any entity that could be used in an educational context could
be described with educational metadata, perhaps using IEEE LOM. But, the entity may
already have metadata for other purposes which cannot be fulfilled using IEEE LOM,
hence one standard is not enough to cover all practical needs. This was my main point
in  Paper  3,  where  IEEE  LOM is  proposed  to  be  used  in  combination  with  other
metadata standards. However, to combine the IEEE LOM standard with other standards
is possible, but have been shown to be problematic when it comes to the interpretation
of the resulting metadata record (Nilsson, 2010).

1.2 Combining metadata using different
standards

Consider the case where we would like to have a single description that uses the IEEE
LOM standard in combination with metadata using the Dublin Core Metadata Element
Set (2010), abbreviated DCMES. This could be achieved by combining these standards
on  a  syntactical  level  as  both  of  them  can  be  expressed  in  XML.  So,  the  XML
document  holding the  metadata  can be  contained  within  the  same description  and
would yield a combination on the syntactic level. Two cases can be considered here, 
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1. Introduction

1. An IEEE LOM records exist and metadata using the DCMES standard should
be added. 

2. A metadata  record using DCMES standard exists,  and should be  extended
with some metadata elements from IEEE LOM

With a metadata description using both IEEE LOM and one using DCMES one of the
options above would be used. It would be expected that an application interpreting any
of those two description could detect them as being identical metadata description. This
would  however  not  be  possible  without  having  explicit  information about  the  two
standards encoded into the application. So even if the syntax used is the same, the two
possible combinations into one metadata description would not always be interpreted as
identical. Even if rules can be encoded in the application it would need a new set of
rules encoded when a third standard is to be used for the metadata description. Nilsson,
Johnston, Naeve and Powell (2007) gives more detail about this particular example.
Furthermore, Nilsson (2010) gives a similar example where IEEE LOM and the MODS
standard is to be  combined. Here the  standards can be  combined on the syntactical
level,  though the  interpretation of  their  meaning is  not  always consistent  with  the
meaning expressed  using  the  separate  standard.  Nilsson  and Naeve  (in  press)  also
presents two approaches on how to handle the interoperability aspects:

� vertical  harmonization � defined  as  �interoperability  on  different  levels
within a given set of standards, based on pre-coordination�.

� horizontal  harmonization � defined  as  �interoperability  based  on
interoperability across standards, i.e. post-coordination�.

Horizontal  harmonization would  provide  interoperability across  standards  and  thus
make combination of metadata standards to be done rather effortlessly. According to
Nilsson a core model is needed to achieve horizontal harmonization and it is concluded
that the only existing framework that can serve as a candidate for a core model is the
one given by RDF. Attempts have been made to create a binding from the IEEE LOM
standard to RDF (Nilsson, Palmér & Brase, 2003) so that LOM can be expressed using
RDF. This has shown to be problematic and this work is still in progress, where the
work is currently done in the DCMI-IEEE LTSC Taskforce (n.d.). This taskforce aims
to create  a  binding  to the  Dublin  Core  Abstract  Model  (DCAM),  that  is  a  model
compatible with the one used in RDF and the binding can be transferred to yield also
for RDF.

Another reason for being able to combine metadata standards is that metadata should
be possible to edit more than once. As argued by Waugh (1998) metadata for a resource
might be extended as new metadata standards emerge. The same is argued by Nilsson,
Palmér and Naeve (2002) where  the  assumption  that  metadata  has to be  objective
information about a resource is also disputed. Instead it is argued that metadata can be
used for subjective information and the way to express all possible metadata cannot be
covered in one standard. In practice this means:
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Combining metadata using different standards

� the metadata about a resource should be possible to edit during the lifetime of
the resource,

� it  should be possible to (easily)  combine existing standards as well as add
description using metadata standards not yet developed.

This  requires  a  flexible  metadata  editing  environment  that  can  be  updated  when
needed.  RDF  is  the  only  currently  existing  framework  that  supports  effortless
combination, the editing environment should be able to edit metadata expressed using
that standard.

1.3 The metadata process
In the process of creating metadata several different roles are involved. The list below
serves as a good overview where the most important roles are listed ones and should
not be considered as a complete list of the roles involved.

1. Metadata standard creator: constructs and defines metadata elements and
decides and defines the interpretation of them. Usually the standard is created
with certain aspects in mind, as for example the already mentioned standards
IEEE LOM and MPEG-7. A related  task that will fall under  this role is the
maintenance  of  the  standard,  for  example  driving  discussions  about  the
changes in the definition of the elements.

2. Application profile developer: the task of this role is to combine a set of
metadata  elements  from  different  standards  that  is  suitable  for  a  certain
community, application or  any other  context or situation where metadata is
used. This role can also restrict the interpretation of  elements, but it is not
allowed  to  extend  or  change  them.  The  term  application  profile  will  be
described in section 3.2.

3. Metadata author: this role involves adding metadata to a resource. Most of
this work is done at creation time of the metadata record, but this role is also
responsible  for  editing  metadata  when  it  needs  to  be  updated.  Since  the
metadata can be used to describe several different aspects of the resource, it
could require several different authors to be responsible for different parts of
the metadata

4. Programmer: implements the application to be used by the metadata author
and also has the responsibility to comply with the specified metadata standard.
As different authors edit different parts of the metadata, it would fall into the
task of this role to create different editors of metadata for different authors.
Another role for the programmer is to expose the relevant metadata in a user
interface.
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1. Introduction

5. Metadata consumer: a human that takes part of the metadata through the user
interface provided by the programmer. It can also be an application that takes
metadata as input and interprets it as it was intended by the metadata standard
creators.

The  main  difference  between  role  2,  Application  Profile  developers,  and  role  1,
metadata standard creators, is that role 2 mainly tries to combine and re-use metadata
standards  that  exist,  while  role  1  creates  new  standards.  The  demands  for  such
standards usually emerges from communities that have the need to describe resources
in specific ways. The strategy for such a community would be to first see if a standard
that suits them already exists. If not, they would see if there are parts of standards that
can be combined and re-used, and if the result would be that it could not be done, or
some  aspects  of  the  resource  would  still  be  missing,  that  part  would be  filled by
creating new metadata elements.

This new standard or application profile would end up in the hand of a programmer that
would have to create  or  adapt  the  authoring environment  and the user  interface  to
present the metadata.

1.4 Outline of this thesis
We have seen that there is a need for combining different metadata standards into a
single description, especially in the  case of so called learning objects. According to
Nilsson (2010), RDF is the only existing framework that support interoperability across
standards. The practical support for combining different metadata standards would be a
flexible metadata authoring environment that could easily be adapted as the metadata
possible  to  edit  has  changed.  So,  how  can  a  metadata  authoring  environment  be
provided that support this flexibility, and can it fit into the web-environment? This is
the question set  up for  the  work  I have been doing leading up to this thesis. Only
metadata possible to express in RDF was considered for the authoring environment.
Furthermore, the focus has been on editors where metadata is edited in a form-based
manner. The main focus has been to develop a configuration mechanism for metadata
editors that was given the name annotation profile by my colleagues and me. From an
annotation profile, a form-based metadata editor can be generated automatically. One
annotation profile is an instance of the Annotation Profile Model, that is an information
model that can gather information from various sources. This model would not only
support the role of the metadata author, but also the role of programmers mentioned in
the previous section.

An example of a metadata editor is given in chapter 2 together with an overview of
how RDF works. Chapter 3 serves as a background for existing initiatives that can be
used when creating editors,  presented together  with reasons why they are not  fully
suitable to act as a configuration mechanism for form-based editors. In chapter 4,  I
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the previous section.

An example of a metadata editor is given in chapter 2 together with an overview of
how RDF works. Chapter 3 serves as a background for existing initiatives that can be
used when creating editors,  presented together  with reasons why they are not  fully
suitable to act as a configuration mechanism for form-based editors. In chapter 4,  I
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Outline of this thesis

introduce the  Annotation Profile Model as an information model  that holds enough
information so that a metadata editor can be constructed. In chapter 5, I introduce an
approach to how RDF can be edited in a remote setting, e.g. over a network, by using
information from the Annotation Profile. The practical usage of annotation profiles is
described in chapter 6, where an application has been adapted to fit the need of two
totally different communities. Chapter 7 provides conclusions upon the work with the
Annotation Profile Model and the challenges that lie ahead. 
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Metadata editors and RDF

2. Metadata editors and
RDF

As stated in the previous chapter, RDF is the only existing framework that could work
as a core model to support metadata interoperability across standards. This framework
is a recommendation from the World Wide Web Consortium, W3C (Manola & Miller,
2004) and has a data model that is not tied to any specific syntax and several ways to
express RDF is possible, where XML is one possible syntax. As with most syntaxes
aimed  at  being  machine-processable,  it  is  often  quite  difficult  and tedious  for  the
average end user to manipulate the syntax directly. Hence, when metadata is edited by
the metadata author, an application is used where the metadata author can interact with
the application via a graphical user interface.

2.1 Approaches for metadata editing
Consider  an example  where  a  metadata  author wants to edit  the title,  subject,  and
author of a book. For that purpose a metadata editor has been provided that could look
something like figure  1 below. This kind of  user interface is typical with regard to
exposed functionality. Other user interfaces, that expose the same kind of functionality
but with a different design or interaction style, are certainly possible.
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2. Metadata editors and RDF

From figure 1 one can see that the title can be changed through a text-field and that the
language can be given from a dropdown menu that probably holds a set of predefined
choices. For this editor it is only possible to provide one title, whereas it is possible to
give more than one value for the subject. Two subjects have been given, but one more
can be added by pressing one of the plus-buttons to the right of the chosen value. Doing
that creates a new entry below the one where the plus-sign was pressed. The value can
only be chosen from a restricted set of alternatives, which is done via a drop-down
menu. It is also possible to annotate more than one author of the book, and for each
author,  the information on the  name,  title  and email  should be  given. So, for  each
author, a set of information items are provided as value.

When  metadata  editors  should  work  with  RDF,  they  can  be  constructed  in  three
different  ways according to how adaptable  they are  in  supporting different  sets  of
metadata:

� Fixed metadata editors have little or no adaptability as they are hard-coded
to  support  a  specific  metadata  standard.  They  are  useful  for  when  the
metadata  that  is  used  rarely  or  never  changes.  A very  specific  tool  is
developed in these cases. 

� Configurable metadata editors can be adapted to changing needs of what
should be possible to express in the metadata by changing the configuration.
Such configurations are typically developed by experts for compliance with
specific metadata standards and/or domain specific extensions. 

� Generic metadata editors can edit any metadata by more or less exposing
the RDF syntax to the end-user.
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Approaches for metadata editing

As we are aiming at a flexible metadata authoring environment fixed metadata editors
are not of particular interest.  To have a generic editor that more or less exposes the
RDF syntax would pose the unreasonable requirement that the metadata author should
know how RDF is expressed and also produce that  syntax in a correct  manner.  As
previously mentioned, a graphical user interface is needed, so that the responsibility
that  the  RDF is  expressed  in  a  correct  way  is  carried  by  the  programmer  of  the
application. So, the only option that would support the flexible environment we are
aiming for is the configurable metadata editor. This option would need a way to express
the edited information in RDF. An overview of RDF is given in the following section.
In case you already know how RDF works, section 2.2 can be ignored.

2.2 RDF basics
Looking at RDF from a high level perspective it, can be seen as a directed graph with
nodes and arcs between some of the nodes. When using RDF the simplest non-empty
graph is called a triple and consists of two nodes and one directed arc between them.
This is the atomic part in the RDF data-model, which mean e.g. that a node cannot exist
on its own. So, any valid expression in RDF is a set of triples. The arc that goes from
one node to the other is called predicate or property. The node from which the arc starts
is called the subject of the triple and the node that the arc points to is called the object
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Figure 2: Part 1 shows a triple with a subject and object as nodes, the predicate as an arc that

connects the subject to the object. Part 2 shows the triple that expresses the title in the example
editor in figure 1. Here dc:title is an abbreviation of the URI http://purl.org/dc/terms/  title   that is
used to identify the property, ex:book1 is short for the example-URI http://example.com/book1
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2. Metadata editors and RDF

of the triple. A set of triples are called an RDF graph and this graph can be connected
as the subject of one triple can also be the object of another triple. 

This is the basic construct of RDF, which is illustrated with two nodes and a directed
arrow from the subject to the object in figure 2. This example shows how the title of the
book in the example editor in figure 1 is represented in RDF. 

2.2.1 RDF expressions
In an actual RDF-expression, the different parts of a triple are required to be expressed
in a certain way. These requirements come from the need to identify certain parts of a
triple to see if they are also part of any other triple, hence to see if the triples form one
or more connected graphs. For example, when a subject in triple A is also the subject of
triple B it is necessary to somehow be able to recognize that these two subject are the
same. Here two cases can be considered: 1) The subject of a triple is only to be used
within the current  RDF-graph or 2)  the  subject  is (re)used or should be  able to be
(re)used in another RDF-graph, i.e.  outside of the current one. For the first case the
subject only needs to be uniquely identifiable within the current graph, and for that
purpose RDF has a construct called blank nodes. For the syntaxes that can express RDF
it is a requirement that blank nodes are supported, but how this is done is left to the
ones who define the syntax. For the second case, a so called URI (Uniform Resource
Identifier)  is  used.  This  construct  is  defined  and  described  by  IETF  (Internet
Engineering Task Force)  as �...a compact  sequence of characters that identifies an
abstract  or  physical  resource�  (Berners-Lee,  Fielding,  Masinter,  2005).  A simple
example of a valid URI is http://www.example.com/, so a normal web-address is a valid
URI. Berners-Lee et.al (2005) describes the rules of which sequences of characters that
is a valid URI. So, when triple A and triple B are not stored in the same graph it can
easily be detected that the subject of these triples are the same, since they use the same
URI as identifier. Hence, to make it possible to identify different parts over different
graphs a URI is used in RDF.

To create a valid RDF expression, one must follow the set of conditions given below:

� The only way to express a predicate is to use a URI. 

� The object of a triple can be a blank node, a URI or a string literal. Note that
when the object is a literal, it cannot be the subject of another triple.

� The subject of a triple can either be a URI or a blank node.

As URIs can become very long, they are usually abbreviated, as in figure 2 where the
URI http://purl.org/dc  /  ter  ms/title   is presented as dc:title. Here the part dc: is the prefix
that  corresponds  to  a  so  called  namespace URI,  which  in  this  case  is:
http://purl.org/dc/terms/. This is the  namespace used for  the Dublin Core  Metadata
Terms (see DCMI Usage Board, 2010), and will be reused throughout this thesis. The
URI that identifies a resource is also called the name of the resource.
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RDF basics

The common use of blank nodes are grouping of values such as the author information
in figure 1. How this can be expressed with a blank node is shown in figure 3, where
the property dc:creator points to a blank node, which in turn points to the values for the
properties  foaf:name  and  foaf:title (not  the  same  as  dc:title).  The  prefix  foaf:
corresponds to the namespace URI http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/. The FOAF1 (friend of a
friend) vocabulary specification provides a set of properties that can be used (among
other things) for metadata about a person. The prefix ex: in  figure  3 (and throughout
this  thesis)  is  made  up  for  the  purpose  of  giving  examples,  if  needed,  it  can  be
expanded to  http://  example.com/  ,  which is a URI reserved for the purpose of giving
examples.

It serves no purpose to expose the blank node identifier in the editor as it is generated
automatically by software and may be renamed during processing. The only hint given
by the example editor is that the values are grouped together.

In  figure  1 the  underlying  RDF  expression  presented  and  edited  after  the  label
�Subject� in the metadata editor can take two forms. The common denominator is that
the values come from a restricted set that the user is allowed to choose from, typically
via a drop-down menu. What is hidden from the user is how this is expressed in RDF.
The value can either be a URI or a predefined set of strings, where the two possible
resulting RDF expressions are given in figure  4. Part 1 shows the situation when the

1 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
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Figure 3: Example usage of a blank node
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2. Metadata editors and RDF

selected values are from a set of predefined string values, and part 2 when the possible
values are from a set of URI:s.

Note  also that  to express more than one �Subject�, the  property  dc:subject is  used
multiple times, creating more triples with the same subject for the triples.

14

Figure 4: The two possible ways to express the triples when "Subject" in the editor of figure
1 is edited
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Configuration aspects of RDF 

3. Configuration
aspects of RDF 

With help of RDF, anyone can create an expression about a resource, as long as it is
identifiable. This creates the opportunity to combine elements from different metadata
standards into one metadata record, by reusing the properties and bringing the triples
together  into  one graph.  It  is  however required that  the  metadata  standard  can  be
expressed in RDF. When using a metadata standard that is possible to express in RDF it
is necessary to follow the restrictions and rules of the standard. Such restrictions can be
for example that only one title is allowed (e.g. the property dc:title is only allowed once
for a metadata record) or that the values can only be from a restricted set. When the
rules are expressed in a machine-processable form, they can be used to automatically
validate if a metadata record is expressed according to these rules. The rules can also
provide information to an application that automatically creates metadata viewers or
editors.  This chapter will go through when restrictions upon the RDF expression are
relevant  and  useful  for  a  metadata  editor  configuration  mechanism.  Since  we  are
aiming for a machine processable configuration mechanism, it is of course required that
these restrictions can be formally described, so that they can be machine-processable as
well. 
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3. Configuration aspects of RDF 

3.1 RDF Vocabularies and Web Ontology
Language, OWL

Following the specification of RDF, another specification initially called RDF Schema
(Brickley & Guha, 2004) was released by the W3C. RDF Schema is used to create so
called RDF vocabularies  and is  often referred  to as  RDFS.  The  specification later
changed the  name to �RDF Vocabulary  Description Language 1.0:  RDF Schema�,
which better describes the intention of RDFS, to be a language for describing  RDF
vocabularies.  An RDF-vocabulary  provides  a set  of  classes and properties.  Classes
constitutes a formalized approach to give names to sets of resources that share common
qualities. Properties complement classes by providing names to specific (and hopefully
separate) aspects of  these qualities and how to encode them as datastructures. This
makes RDF Schema a type system for RDF with a set of classes and properties, much
like the type system in an object-oriented programming language.  The vocabularies
using  RDFS  are  expressed  using  RDF.  The  namespace  URI  that  RDFS  uses  is
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# and the prefix rdfs: is used here to abbreviate
that URI.

The top-class in RDFS is a resource identified with rdfs:Class as its (abbreviated) URI.
The property rdfs:subClassOf is used �...to state that all the instances of one class are
instances  of  another�  (Brickley  & Guha,  2004).  To  indicate  that  a  resource  is  an
instance of  a  certain  class,  the  property  rdf:type is  used.  In  a  similar  fashion,  for
properties, the class rdfs:Property exist and the property rdfs:subPropertyOf is used �to
state that all resources related by one property are also related by another� (Brickley
& Guha, 2004). An example of this would be the property dc:creator that is declared as
subproperty of dc:contributor, which means that if someone is the creator of some kind
of resources that same someone is also a contributor to that resource.

RDF Schema has also defined the two properties rdfs:domain and rdfs:range that are
used  for  restricting  the  possible  triples  when  using  a  certain  property.  These  are
properties used on instances of the class rdfs:Property the following way:

� The triple P1 rdf:range C1 states that:

� P1 is an instance of rdf:Property and,

� C1 is a Class,

� triples using property P1 will have only instances of class C1 as object 

� The triple P2 rdf:domain C2 states that:

� P2 is an instance of rdf:Property and,

� C2 is a Class,

� triples using property P2 will have only instances of class C2 as subject.
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RDF Vocabularies and Web Ontology Language, OWL

An actual example of this is the triple  dc:creator, rdfs:range, dc:AgentClass.  Which
restricts the object in a triple, when dc:creator is the predicate, to be instances of the
class dc:AgentClass. This means that RDFS can be used to declare how a property can
be used.

Web Ontology Language, OWL (Hitzler, Krötzsch, Parsia, Patel-Schneider & Rudolph,
2009) is an extension of RDFS, which is used to define ontologies that are a kind of
vocabularies with more intricate semantics between the classes and properties. OWL
makes it possible to restrict the cardinality of a property, i.e. how many times it can be
repeated. This can be expressed by using owl:onProperty together with the properties
owl:maxCardinality and owl:minCardinality that have a non-negative integer as value.
In  case  the  maximum  and  minimum  cardinality  are  the  same,  the  property
owl:cardinality can instead be  used to express  this.  It is also possible  to declare  a
restriction of the triple by stating that the values come from a certain class by using the
property owl:onProperty in combination with the properties owl:someValuesFrom and
owl:allValuesFrom. 

The constraint upon an RDF expression provided by RDFS and OWL are restrictions
for a certain property. Hence, for a property, the allowed object and subject of the triple
can be specified by setting a certain class as domain or range. For example, looking at
part 2 of figure 4, if the values for �Subject� in the metadata editor were to be from a
set of URI:s, they could have been selected by the application making the interface by
looking up if they fell under the restriction of the range. Alternatively the combination
owl:onProperty and owl:allValuesFrom could have been used to provide the selection.
The information expressed when using rdfs:range and owl:onProperty also tells us that
the  value  cannot  be  a  literal.  By  using  the  cardinality  restrictions  in  OWL,  the
application  knows  how  many  times  a  property  can  be  repeated,  and  this  can  be
reflected in the editor by inactivating the plus or minus signs when the upper or lower
limit has been reached. It is important to note that OWL and RDFS only restrict how a
property can be used, not which set of properties that should be used. This information
is necessary for a configuration mechanism for metadata editors. 

3.2 Application Profiles
The term  Application Profiles was defined in an article by Heery & Patel (2000) as
�schemas  which  consist  of  data  elements  drawn  from  one  or  more  namespaces,
combined together by implementors and optimized for a particular local application�.
This means that different metadata elements from different standards are combined into
one metadata record. In the case of RDF this means that an application profile would
express which properties that are allowed for a certain metadata record together with a
restrictions on the predicate and object of the triples. This is not always equivalent to
the restrictions that might exist in RDFS, as an application profile is allowed to restrict
further and is therefore still consistent with the restrictions in RDFS and OWL. For
instance, in RDFS the property P would be restricted with the triple P rdfs:range C1,
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but in the Application Profile it would be possible to further restrict P to something that
would correspond to P rdfs:range C2. This would only be allowed if the class C2 is a
subclass of C1. 

Even if the name includes the word �Application� and the definition states that these
profiles are to be designed for a certain application, the actual application profiles are
not directly created for applications. Rather, they are created by metadata specialists
that  define  and  discuss  the  needs.  An  application  profile  is  usually  defined  in  a
document that states what properties to use and how these properties are intended to be
used to form a valid metadata description. This document is usually only intended for
human  consumption,  i.e.  no  machine  processable  description  is  available.  If  the
application profiles are used to define how a set of resources are described, then it is
possible to see if two sets can be imported and reused directly, and in case not, also to
see what metadata elements are missing. One can also make evaluations of the quality
of metadata with respect to how many properties that are actually filled out for each
metadata record.

3.2.1 Dublin Core Application Profile and the Singapore
Framework

The  need  for  having  application  profiles  well  documented  and  also  a  machine-
processable  part  that  can  be  used  to  increase  interoperability  between  metadata
applications  has  lead  the  Dublin  Core  Metadata  Initiative2 (DCMI)  to  create  the
Singapore Framework  (Nilsson, Baker & Johnston, 2008). This framework basically
describes how a Dublin Core Application Profile (DCAP) (Coyle & Baker, 2009) needs
to be constructed. According to the Singapore framework, such a profile consists of the
following components:

� Functional requirements � a mandatory document that describes the function
that the application is designed to support.

� Domain model � a mandatory document that defines the basic entities of the
application profile and their relationships. The main purpose of the document
is to define what entities exist and how they relate to each other.

� Description Set Profile � the (mandatory) machine-processable part of the
profile that defines the set of valid metadata records. It is a way to express
constraints on the metadata record.

� Usage guidelines � optional document that further describes how the profile is
applied, i.e. how the properties are meant to be used.

� Encoding guidelines � if the metadata is encoded with a specific syntax, this
is described in this optional document.

2 http://www.dublincore.org
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DCAP is not  based  upon RDF,  but  on  the  Dublin Core  Abstract  Model  (DCAM)
(Powell,  Nilsson,  Naeve,  Johnston  &  Baker,  2007).  The  datamodels  of  RDF  and
DCAM are however compatible, so a DCAP can be used also when the metadata is
expressed in RDF.

3.2.2 Description Set Profile
A Description Set Profile (DSP) is a machine processable mechanism that can help us
define the set of valid metadata records (Nilsson, Miles, Johnston & Enoksson, 2007).
A DSP describes the possible metadata structures by using the notion of �templates�. A
DSP consists of one or more Description Templates that also provide constraints on the
resource that is to be described, which are comparable to using rdfs:domain in RDFS. A
Description Template does in turn consists of one or more Statement Templates, where
it is possible to set a property constraint, which defines what property to use. So the
statement template lets us restrict what properties that are allowed to be used in a triple.
A statement template can be of two different types:

� Literal statement template � which is used when the value (object in RDF)
needs to be a literal. For example, the value for dc:title in figure 2 is a literal,

� Non-literal  statement template � is used when the  value is not a literal.  In
RDF, a URI or blank node are examples of non-literals.

It is also possible  to constrain the value  in the statement triple by setting different
constraints, which are comparable with rdfs:domain in RDFS.

An experimental wiki-syntax where DSPs can be expressed has been developed by the
author (Enoksson, 2008). It is an extension to a syntax for the moinmoin wiki engine3.
The idea is to use  the  normal  wiki-syntax that  also contains a  way to express the
different part of a DSP. Hence, the normal wiki-syntax can be mixed together with the
DSP-syntax, and from that single source we can both generate a HTML-document that
contains the functional requirements and domain model, as well as make use of it for
extracting the machine-processable DSP represented in XML. Hence, both the formal
expression and the parts intended to be read by humans can be mixed within the same
source.

When using DSP, the restrictions on a property must not contradict with the restrictions
given by RDF Schemas or OWL ontologies. For example, if the set of allowed values
for the  object  is given in an RDF Schema by setting the  range,  the DSP can only
specify values that are a subset of that set. What a DSP provides is a way to define a set
of properties that is to be used for the metadata record, which could not be done by
RDFS or OWL. DSP was designed to define the set of valid metadata records, and
when used in that way it is not fully suitable to be used in a configuration mechanism
for editors  as it  contains  all  the  properties  that  are  allowed.  And,  not  all  of  these

3 http://moinmo.in/
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properties should always be included in an editor. However, a DSP can be constructed
with the intent for selecting possible triples to edit and it can in this case be used as a
part of a configuration mechanism. There is however no way to define a predictable
order of the predicates as well as where the editing should take place when a deeper
structure of triples are involved. A complementary declaration for that is needed and is
being described by Golder, Kneebone, Phipps, Sunter & Sutton (2010). 

3.3 Fresnel
Fresnel is a display vocabulary for RDF that can be used for displaying metadata for
human consumption (Pietriga, Bizer, Karger, & Lee, 2006). When using Fresnel, the set
of  properties  to  display  can  be  chosen  rather  freely,  for  example  a  subset  of  the
properties  that  are  declared  in  a  DSP.  This  since  a  reasonable  requirement  for  a
configuration mechanism for viewing would be that only certain parts of the metadata
record  is  displayed  in  certain  situations.  So,  the  functionality  Fresnel  adds  is  the
possibility to declare:

� Which  triples  to  present,  a  selection  of  which  triples  to  display  can  be
declared by declaring a set of properties. This is done in a so called Lens,

� How the set of selected property and property values should be displayed. In
Fresnel this is declared in a Format.

As  a  DSP defines  the  set  of  valid  metadata  records,  it  could  act  as  input  to  an
application that let the user create Fresnel expressions via a graphical user interface.
The application would then let the user select what parts of the metadata that should be
displayed.  A configuration  mechanism for  an  editor  would  need  to  use  something
similar to a Lens to select what triples that should be possible to edit. This since it is a
reasonable requirement that not all the properties of a DSP should be exposed in the
resulting editor. However, all Lens constructs do not uniquely declare which properties
to display. For example, a Lens could be declared to include all triples for a resource,
or  via  another  construct  list  several  alternative  property to present  where  the most
appropriate is chosen. This flexibility is not suitable for an editor, as it needs explicitly
know what properties to use when it constructs the triples. Thus, as a Lens would not
always provide an explicit construct on how the triples should be created, it can only be
reused in a configuration mechanism with certain restrictions.

The  Formats used in Fresnel would provide some information on how the metadata
should be edited. Though, since the purpose is to express how it should be presented
some default assumption would have to be made for editing purposes.
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3.4 Annotation Profiles
By using DSP it is possible to define a set of valid metadata records, and with Fresnel it
is also possible to select a subset from the valid triples inside a record and declare how
they should be displayed. To use these techniques in order to create metadata editors
would in some cases be possible, though the same problem as when using a DSP for
displaying would reoccur. A metadata editor for everything a valid metadata  record
contains  would  be  generated,  which  is  not  always  suitable.  As  previously  said,  a
reasonable requirement for a metadata editor would be that only selected parts of the
graph should be possible to edit. Fresnel gives us the possibility to select what part of
the RDF graph should be displayed, and that information can be reused when creating
metadata editors. However, some assumptions have to be made on how the metadata is
to  be  edited  in  the  resulting  editor  and  that  will  not  always  correspond  to  the
requirements  that  an  end  user  would  have  on  the  editor.  So,  as  a  configuration
mechanism for metadata editors, both the DSP and Fresnel are possible to use, but with
several limitations.

The  possibility  to  easily  change  what  metadata  to  display  to  an  end  user  of  an
application is the major advantage of using a configuration mechanism like Fresnel.
Also, if different parts of the metadata are shown in different parts of the application,
the same code can be reused, but with another configuration. A similar approach has
been  developed  by  the  author  and  colleagues  at  the  KTH  -  Royal  Institute  of
Technology.  This configuration mechanism was given the name  annotation profile.
With the introduction of such profiles into the metadata editing process, the list of roles
in section 1.3 needs to be extended. The following roles are now added:

� Annotation profile  author �  creates  an  annotation  profile  and edits  it  if
necessary. Has special knowledge with regard to the annotation profile.

� Annotation profile facilitator � defines requirements for annotation profiles
or selects among existing annotation profiles and makes them available in an
application. Has knowledge on the tasks of the metadata authors and where to
find useful annotation profiles. 

The introduction of annotation profiles creates the tasks of these roles, but the role of
the programmer (see list in section 1.3) is also changed. The programmer is now only
responsible for ensuring that the annotation profiles are used in a correct way, which
leaves the responsibility on what metadata that can be edited and how this can be done
up to the annotation profile facilitator. To program how the Annotation Profile Model
(see chapter  4.) should be used can be done on a generic level, so that a code-library
which is generic and reusable can be created. This makes it possible to subdivide the
developer role into the following roles:
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� Annotation  Profile  Model  code-library  developer �  Develops  the  code-
library that implements the Annotation Profile Model.

� User  Interface  Developer �  develops  user  interfaces  by  using  the  code-
library.

� User  Interface  Integrator �  integrates  the  user  interface  into  a  specific
setting, like an application or web environment

3.4.1 Requirements on a configuration for metadata
editors

As previously stated, a Fresnel description is not fully suitable as a basis for generating
a metadata editor, since it would require some guess work on how to create certain
parts.  A configuration  mechanism  needs  to  be  specific  enough  to  avoid  that.  For
example,  it  needs to know if  the  value  being edited should be  free-text  or  from a
restricted set of values, i.e. if a text-field or some kind of choice mechanism should be
displayed (drop-down menu, radio buttons etc.).  The requirements identified for  the
configuration mechanism can be divided into the following categories:

� Completeness �  includes  support  for  editing  arbitrary  well-formed  RDF
triples. Any kind of valid RDF expression should be possible to match and to
edit.  The configuration mechanism should specify which statements to edit
and thus indirectly which ones to leave untouched.

� Structure � includes cardinality constraints and order of selected triples. A
direct correspondence between the graph structure and its presentation in the
form should not be enforced. For example, it should be  possible to hide a
complicated graph-structure with intermediate resources, such as blank nodes,
from the end-user, and it should be possible to introduce cosmetic groupings
of statements when the graph-structure is considered too flat.

� Interaction � includes hints on how the end user is supposed to choose values
from  a  restricted  set  of  values,  e.g.  check-boxes,  radio-buttons,  dropdown
menus,  or search-dialogs. It  also includes mechanisms for  string validation
according to datatypes, control of auto-complete mechanisms etc.

� Presentation � includes multilingual labels and descriptions to aid the user in
deciding how to edit. Font, color, indentations, borders, and everything else
that has to do with appearance is also included here.

As discussed earlier (in this chapter), some, but not all, of these requirements can be
met by RDF Schemas or OWL ontologies. For example, cardinality constraints can be
expressed  in OWL.  If  such  information  exists,  an application that  uses  annotation
profiles is required to make use of it, allowing annotation profile authors to avoid being
inconsistent with such descriptions.
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4. Annotation Profile
Model

The Annotation Profile Model is an information model that, when instantiated, can be
processed by a machine and enable it to automatically create a form-based metadata
editor. The information model was designed to not depend on a particular syntax, i.e.
no dedicated  syntax exists.  Instead  it  is possible  to  use  existing  syntaxes that  can
express the information necessary for the model syntaxes. One reason for not using a
dedicated syntax is that the Annotation Profile Model can reuse the information from
RDF Schema, OWL ontologies,  Description Set Profiles and Fresnel as input  when
creating editors, and these sources as well as other potential sources, are expressed in
various ways. So the Annotation Profile Model was designed to serve as an information
model that can collect information from different sources, like RDF Schema, DSP etc.
However, such sources are not always available when creating an Annotation Profile,
so the syntax or syntaxes used for expressing an annotation profile also need to be able
to express the parts that can be found using those sources, i.e. it is required that the
syntax used can express all the information needed in order to express an annotation
profile.

The Annotation Profile Model was developed by my colleagues and me in order to take
the  first  step in  creating  a  flexible  metadata  authoring  environment  for  RDF.  It  is
described in a technical manner in Palmér, Enoksson & Naeve (2007) and also in a
scientific article (Paper 1). In this chapter, the model is only described in terms of its
most  important concepts.  The model  has been divided into two submodels:  1)  The
Graph Pattern Model that defines what metadata that should be possible to edit and 2)
The Form Template Model that defines and restricts how the metadata can be edited by
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the user. An instance of  the  Graph Pattern Model is called a  graph pattern and an
instance of the Form Template Model is called a form template. In the examples given
in  this  chapter,  the  graph  pattern  and  the  form  template  are  expressed  using  two
separate syntaxes. However, this is not something that is required, since both of these
models can be described within the same syntax.

4.1 Graph Pattern Model
This part of the information model is responsible for capturing and creating subgraphs
of triples, i.e.  it  is responsible for the completeness requirement given in the list of
section 3.4.1. This means defining what metadata that can be edited and then indirectly
what  metadata  that should not be  possible to edit.  This is done by restricting what
triples and combinations of triples that are used. Hence the role of  the model  is to
capture the triples that already exist, as well as to create new triples. To capture existing
triples that should be edited can be seen as a query upon the RDF graph, and when new
triples are created, this query acts as a template for the new triples or combination of
triples that should be created. A simple example query can be found where the title for
the book in figure 1 should be edited, which involves only one triple. The URI of the
book is  ex:Book1 and the property is  dc:title so the object of  the triple needs to be
either captured in the existing graph, or created if that triple does not exist. A query that
could do that could look something like in figure 7 below

From an RDF-graph the triple that involves this subject and predicate can be found by
iterating over the triples of the graph and, when found, a binding from the variable ?T
in the query to the actual object in the graph can be made. If no such triple exists in the
graph, the query will act as a template for the triple that should be created. So when the
title of the book is edited in the user interface, a value can be created and put into the
graph as the value of the variable ?T, which holds the place in the triple where it should
be  added,  making  the  triple  complete.  Hence,  the  same  query  that  was  used  for
capturing existing triples can also act as a template for creating new triples. The term
graph pattern is used as a common name for both the query and the template, which is a
term borrowed from SPARQL (Prud'hommeaux & Seaborne, 2008), a query language
for RDF. A graph pattern is made up of one or more triple patterns. The graph pattern
given above consists of one triple pattern. The variables in a graph pattern also play an
important role as the bridge between the Graph Pattern Model and the Form Template
Model which is described in chapter 4.2. The graph pattern to capture the graph given
in figure  3 requires more than one triple pattern. To include the blank node and the
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value for the name and the title, the graph pattern should look something like in figure
6 below.

This involves three triple patterns that are connected through the variable  ?B. When
capturing triples in an RDF-graph, this variable can be bound to either a blank node or
a URI . Those are the only two alternatives for the subject of a triple, and ?B is placed
in the subject position in three of the triple patterns given above. When no triples can
be captured  that  bounds  variable  ?B  to a  value,  a  new value  needs  to  be  created.
However, the given graph pattern does not specify if a blank node or a URI should be
created. This requires the graph pattern to not only deal with triple-patterns, but also to
make  it  possible  to specify requirements on the  type of  the node,  which  could  be
expressed something like this < nodeType(?B, URI) >. When capturing triples,

such a restriction will only bind ?B to a URI. The corresponding situation appears if the
nodetype is specified to be a blank node. However, the Graph Pattern Model does not
require  the  nodetype to be  specified, but  instead defines a default  choice  for every
situation. In the graph pattern above, where ?B will be bound to a variable that is the
subject of one triple and the object of another, the default choice is specified to a blank
node. The variables ?N and ?Title will only be bound to a value in the graph if ?B has
been bound to a value. The default nodetype for ?N and ?Title is literal, as according to
this graph pattern, they appear only in object position.

A graph pattern to capture case 2 of figure 4 would require more than the single triple
pattern <ex:Book1 dc:subject ?S > since the variable ?S would be considered

to correspond to nodetype literal. There are two ways to restrict this: 1) By expressing
the nodetype, as mentioned above or  2) adding a so called constraint triple pattern,
which has only one variable that is located in subject-position. If choosing option 1, the
possible values would be every possible URI, whereas option 2 would restrict the value
to be either a blank node or a URI, since this value would appear in a subject in one
triple. An example of such a graph pattern would be:
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< ?B foaf:title ?Title >

< ?B foaf:email ?EM >

Figure 6: An example graph pattern

< ex:Book1 dc:subject ?S >

< ?S rdf:type ex:ExampleClass >

Figure 7: Example of a graph pattern with a constraint triple pattern
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The value that ?S can be bound to is now restricted in the last triple-pattern. The non-
variable parts of triple patterns are called  constants. When capturing triples the only
possible  values  that  ?S  can  be  bound  to  are  the  ones  that  contain  a  triple  that
corresponds to the one in the constraint triple pattern. An example of this would be the
URI:s ex:ScienceFiction and ex:Robots in figure  4, which in order to be bound to ?S
need to be instances to the class  ex:ExampleClass or instances to subclasses of this
class (according to the logic of RDF and RDFS). To provide the metadata author with a
text-field to edit the value that is bound to ?S is of course possible. However, it is not
optimal since the user would have to provide a valid URI or blank node. This value
would then be constructed as the nodetype that is provided in the text field. However,
for these situation, the possible values can be chosen from a predefined set, as in the
editor  of  figure  1 where  the  possible  values for  dc:subject  can be  chosen  from  a
dropdown menu. The possible values are extracted from the RDF-graph being edited,
or from any RDF-graph provided, by looking at what URI:s and blank nodes that match
the constraint triple pattern. Since these extracted values exist, no new values need to
be constructed. How a value is edited, either from a text-field or from some kind of
choice, is specified in the Form Template Model and described in section 4.2.

The same kind of information that the constraint triple pattern holds can be specified in
an  RDF  vocabulary  by  using  the  property  rdfs:range.  For  example,  in  an  RDF
vocabulary provided to the Annotation Profile would  the triple  dc:subject rdfs:range
ex:ExampleClass provide the same information as the constraint triple  pattern given
above.

As seen here, the graph pattern is expressed as a query that also restricts what triples
and combination of triples that can be modified. The query is used both for 1) capturing
existing triples and bind the variables to part of  those  triples, and 2)  creating new
triples. In the graph pattern examples given above, the URI  ex:Book1 is the resource
being edited, but in the graph pattern the URI is not known in advance, so the resource
being edited is also represented as a variable that is replaced by the URI to be edited.
There are some requirements to how this graph pattern is allowed to be constructed:

� One variable will act as the starting point.

� The graph pattern does not allow closed loops, i.e. the graph pattern actually
corresponds to a tree-structure.

� The graph pattern needs to be fully connected through the variables, i.e. only
variables are allowed in the subject position of a triple pattern. 

As previously stated, the  Graph Pattern Model was inspired by the SPARQL query
language which is a recommendation from the  W3C.  SPARQL,  or  any other  RDF
query language is not fully suited as a dedicated syntax, since they are too complex and
include capabilities that  makes creation of  new triples undefined,  e.g.,  disjunction.
They also allows closed loops in their graph pattern. However, subsets and restrictions
of existing query  languages  can  be  used to  express  a  graph pattern  SPARQL and
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another query language for RDF called QEL (Nilsson & Silbersky, 2004) have been
used in one of the implementations of the Annotation Profile Model.

4.2 Form Template Model
The purpose of the Form Template Model is to support the interaction, presentation and
structure requirements given in section 3.4.1. This basically means to provide a model
that holds enough information so that a form-based metadata editor can be created from
it. The model also needs to be able to connect via variables to the graph pattern. An
instance of a Form Template Model is called a form template. It expresses the different
parts of the resulting form in a certain syntax. In a form-based metadata editor the ways
to edit metadata is either by a text field or to choose a value through some kind of
mechanism, for example a drop-down menu. The different parts of the form should be
possible to order in certain ways and also group together, which requires a third part of
the  form template. These  three  possible  parts are  called  Form Items and are  listed
below:

� Text Form Item (TFI) � used when editing:

� plain text, possibly providing a language or datatype.

� URI as plain text-field.

� Choice Form Item (CFI) � used when choosing a value from a predefined set
of URI:s or literals.

� Group Form Item (GFI) � used for displaying:

1. intermediate resources and their further properties.

2. groups of properties that fit together.

Group form items accomplish this by having other form items as children.

A typical form-based metadata editor was presented in figure 1, where the title of the
book can be edited in the first text field. In front of it, the label 'Title' has been added, to
provide the user with hints on what value that is expected in the text field. It is clear
that only one title is allowed. These are some of the attributes, among others, that can
be specified for a TFI. After the label 'Subject' in the example editor, a way to choose a
value  is provided,  which in this case  is done via a drop-down menu, and this part
comes from a CFI. An example of a GFI is provided after the label 'Author' that (as we
have seen) uses a blank node in the RDF structure. The variable that binds this node is
referenced from the GFI. A GFI is special to the other building blocks as it does not
need to reference a variable in the graph pattern. It can be used to group together a
selected set of items.
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Since the form template is a part of an annotation profile, no dedicated syntax is used to
express it. For example, RDF has been used in one actual implementation4. However, it
is also possible to express the form template in XML, and an example of this is given
below. The form template in this example is one that can be used to create the editor of
figure 1, and the variables that are referenced are the ones given in the previous section
about the Graph Pattern Model.

<FormTemplate xmlns="http://kmr.nada.kth.se/APtags#"> 

   <Group max="1" vref="X"> 

      <Label lang="en">Resource</Label> 

      <Description lang="en">The resource being edited</Description> 

      <Text max="1" vref="T"> 

         <Label lang="en">Title</Label> 

         <Description lang="en">A title of the resource</Description> 

      </Text> 

      <Choice vref="S"> 

         <Label lang="en">Subject</Label> 

         <Description lang="en">A subject classification</Description> 

      </Choice> 

      <Group vref="B"> 

         <Label lang="en">Author</Label> 

         <Description lang="en">

            An author expressed in foaf

         </Description> 

         <Text max="1" vref="N"> 

            <Label lang="en">Name</Label> 

            <Description lang="en">

                The full name of a person. 

            </Description> 

         </Text> 

         <Text max="1" vref="Title"> 

            <Label lang="en">Title</Label> 

            <Description lang="en">The title of a person.</Description> 

         </Text> 

         <Text max="1" vref="Email"> 

            <Label lang="en">Email</Label> 

            <Description lang="en">An email to the person</Description> 

         </Text> 

      </Group> 

   </Group>

</FormTemplate>

In this XML-expression, the element FormTemplate contains one and only one element
called Group that corresponds to a GFI that contains all the other Form Items directly
or indirectly (a GFI can be contained in another GFI). Here this is done for the Group
element that has the attribute vref with the value B that is a reference to the variable ?B
in the graph pattern. This Group contains an element  Label  that holds the label to be
shown to the user which in this case is 'Author' and is given in English. The label for
each Form Item can also be given in several languages by repeating the element with
the translated value and the attribute lang set to the correct language code. The value of

4 See http://kmr.nada.kth.se/shame
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the element Description is used in the resulting editor to further guide the user on what
value to fill in. This element can also be repeated in different languages in the same
manner as for the element  Label.  Any element  Text  corresponds to a TFI that also
contains the elements Description and Label that are used in the same way as for the
element  Group. The same applies to any element  Choice that corresponds to a CFI.
Both the elements  Choice  and  Text are required to reference a variable in the graph
pattern through the attribute vref. 

Some of the  Text  elements have an attribute called  max,  that express the maximum
cardinality. For the Text element having the value T for attribute vref, the attribute max
is set to 1 which means that maximum one value is allowed. This is reflected in figure 1
as no new fields for the title of the book can be added, which possible with the value
for Subject. These kind of cardinality constrains can also be found in OWL descriptions
as described in section 3.1.

4.2.1 Form Item attributes
The  example  here  only  sets  the  value  for  some of  the  possible  attributes5 for  the
different Form Items. The attributes that apply to all the Form Item are listed below
(the  list  is  duplicated  from  the  Annotation  Profile  specification  by  Palmér  et.al,
(2007)) :

� Label � A short text string that will appear first in the form item presentation
to guide the user on what value to provide. The text string can be provided in
several different translations.

� Description � A descriptive  text  that  typically  appears  as  a  tooltip  or  is
accessible via a help button. It may be translated into several languages.

� Variable-reference � A reference to a variable in the graph pattern.

� Minimum cardinality � The minimal  amount  of  occurrences of  this form
item in the form model relative to the parent form item.

� Maximum cardinality � The maximal amount of occurrences of this form
item in the form model relative to the parent form item. 

� Preferred cardinality � The preferred amount of ready-to-fill-in form items
in the form model relative to the parent form item. Hence, when initializing
the form model for some RDF data, this is the desired number of form items.
If existing data yields a lower amount of form items, additional, empty, form
items are generated.

� Cardinality � Setting this attribute is the same as setting the min, max, and
preferred cardinality to the same value.

5 The word attributes refers to the generic term and not to XML-attributes
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4. Annotation Profile Model

� Class � This attribute assigns a class name or set of class names to an element,
similar to HTML. The intention is to provide hooks for styling like Cascading
Style Sheets (CSS). 

Some attributes that are specific to the Choice Form Item and Text Form Item are listed
below:

� Value � A predefined value to be presented in this form item. If a variable is
referenced, this value is added to the variable binding set. 

� Enabled � True if you are allowed to use this form item for editing, false
otherwise. If this attribute is not specified the default value is set to true.

Yet another attribute, called  Choices,  can be applied to the Choice Form Item. The
value for this attribute is a list of possible choices that are presented in the resulting
metadata form. This is used in the situation where the set of values are not extracted
from any vocabulary, but instead given explicitly. The values in this list can be either a
literal or a URI, but as the metadata author might not be familiar with a specific URI, it
is possible for each value to provide a label that is shown instead. A description that
describes the value further can also be added that in the interface will be presented as
guidance for the metadata author.

4.2.2 Additional attributes 
In the examples given so far, the mechanism provided to the end user to make a choice
is through a drop-down menu. This is because the basic Form Template Model only
provides for a simple listing of the possible choices. An alternative way to present the
choices is to sort them into a some kind of hierarchy, which is not supported in the
basic Form Template Model. However, it is allowed to add other attributes than those
described for the basic Form Template Model. Though, if this is done it is required that
implementation can ignore these attributes and still have enough information to create
an editor. No other restrictions are set, but with this possibility additional local features
for specific implementations can be provided. 

4.3 From Annotation Profile to Form Model
An annotation profile consists of  one  graph pattern,  one form template  which also
includes the information that can be collected from different sources, such as RDF
Schemas, OWL ontologies etc. When implementing support for annotation profiles, the
following steps toward creating the editor are suggested: 

1. Apply the graph pattern to the RDF graph that should be edited and create the
set of variable bindings from the variables in the graph pattern to the values in
the graph. 
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From Annotation Profile to Form Model

2. Apply the form template to the set of variable bindings. Since the variables are
also referenced in the form template,  a connection to the part  of the RDF
graph to modify is given through the variable bindings.

3. The result of step 2 is called a Form Model (Palmér et.al, 2007) and from that
model the information needed to create an editor is provided.

For the requirements of how the resulting editor should look like, the Form Model is
recommended as an interface to provide to the User Interface Developers. Thus, the
Form Model can act as an interface that can be used to create the editor. This way it is
also possible to modularize the code and even provide a code library that performs the
steps above that can be reused in different settings. 
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Remote editing of RDF graphs

5. Remote editing of
RDF graphs

The size of a single RDF-graph can grow into a large amount of triples. If this RDF-
graph is also stored on a server that can only be accessed on a remote basis, a form-
based editor  needs a way to communicate  with that  server. A naïve  approach is to
transfer  the  whole  graph to the  editing  client,  build the editor  with the  annotation
profile, update the graph and send it back to the server.  This is a rather inefficient
solution since the whole graph is first sent to the client and also sent back after it has
been updated, which leads to unnecessary network traffic. Especially when a graph that
contains around 800000 triples (around 80 Megabytes), which at the moment of writing
is the case for the RDF-graph used in the Organic Edunet project mentioned in chapter
6. The whole graph would also need to be replaced when updated, unless information is
provided  on  exactly  what  triples  that  should  be  updated,  removed  and  added.
Transferring the whole graph would create a problem of locking the whole graph for
the  period when the graph is replaced.  An approach that  both reduces the  network
traffic and minimizes the update time is to reduce the number of triples involved in the
process.  Two  different  solutions  for  this  approach  have  been  developed  and
implemented: 

1. Use  the  graph  pattern  of  an  annotation  profile,  since  it  provides  the
information of what triples that an editor will change. Thus, only triples that
will be affected are transferred.

2. Use  a  construction called  named  graphs for  RDF and only  deal  with  the
subgraph that one named graph defines.
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5. Remote editing of RDF graphs

Solution 1 is described in Paper 2, where the author has shown how the triples that
should be retrieved can be found by using the graph pattern. This is briefly described in
chapter  5.1.  Solution  2  requires  that  the  total  graph  is  divided  into  subgraphs  in
advance. These subgraphs are  called named graphs (Carroll,  Bizer,  Hayes, Stickler,
2005) since each triple in the  subgraph is connected to one URI that identifies the
subgraph. This works well under certain conditions that are discussed in section 5.2.

5.1 Reusing the graph pattern of an annotation
profile

As stated earlier, the graph pattern of an annotation profile can be reused when editing
an RDF-graph on a remote basis, since a graph pattern strictly defines which triples can
be  effected  in  the  editing  process.  A restricted  set  of  triples  can  be  retrieved  by
extracting the triples where the URI to be edited is the subject. The predicate of this
triple is one of the properties that are expressed for the root node. This simple approach
covers many cases,  but it does not return all the triples that  can be affected if one
property points to a node in the graph that should not be edited directly. For example,
the property dc:creator as it is used in figure 3, where the part to be edited is the object
of the triples that contains the blank node as the subject. The graph pattern presented in
figure  6 of  section  4.1 will match this structure. From this example we see that the
triples to extract for editing are the ones that hold the blank node matching variable ?B
as subject and that also have one of the three properties for ?B as predicate. The general
principle how to detect which triples to include is to traverse the graph pattern and find
the variables that occur in subject position of a triple pattern. Assume that this is true
for a variable ?X. If ?X also matches a node in the RDF-graph, the triples to include are
the ones that have this node as subject and share the properties defined for  ?X in the
graph pattern.

To extract the triples this way is enough for the editing part. However, it is not enough
when  the  graph  is  to  be  updated, since it  is  not  guaranteed  that  blank  nodes  are
identified the same way when the triples are returned. Before this is explained further,
the whole process of editing a graph in this way needs to be explained.

The steps of this editing process is presented below, where it is assumed that we have
the URI of the resource to edit as well as an annotation profile:

1. The client sends a request to the server that contains the URI to edit along
with a specification about which triples to include. This specification can be a
graph pattern of an annotation profile from which the triples can be extracted
as described above.

2. The specified triples are extracted.

3. The extracted triples/graph are sent to the client, where the annotation profile
is applied, and then the editor is created and presented to the user.
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Reusing the graph pattern of an annotation profile

4. When the  user has finished editing,  the  updated graph  is sent  back to the
server along with the specification of triples that was sent in the request of
step 1.

5. Step 2 is performed again to calculate the triples to remove, and then they are
removed. 

6. The updated triples/graph are/is merged into the large graph

In certain situations the way to extract the triples described above can corrupt the graph
after step 5 and 6 have been performed. This is because there is no way to know if the
same identifier for blank nodes are  kept  when the updated graph is returned to the
server. When a blank node is used, as for the property dc:creator (as previously shown
in chapter  4.1) the triples that can be affected will be extracted in step 2, but not any
other  triples  that  have  the  blank  node  as  subject.  For  example,  in  case  the  triple
<_blank foaf:gender �Man�> existed in the graph, it would not be extracted. This also
means that this triple would not be removed in step 5. However, if the updated graph in
step 6 has changed the name of the blank node to (for example) _blankNode, there is no
way to know if this name correspond to the same blank node as _blank. Thus, the triple
<ex:Book1 foaf:author _blank> has been removed an replaced by the triple <ex:Book1
foaf:author _blankNode>,  but the triple  <_blank foaf:gender �Man�>  remains, and
the graph has been corrupted.

The proposed solution for this problem is to extract all the triples where the current
node is the subject, instead of just the ones specified in the graph pattern. When this is
done, the triple using <_blank foaf:gender �Man�> will be included in step 2 and also
transferred to the editing client. This triple will be left untouched since an annotation
profile editor leaves everything it is not designed to edit. The triple will therefore be
included in the updated graph that is sent back. Since this triple is being removed in
step 5 and inserted in step 6, the correct triples are kept and the graph is not corrupted.

Extracting all the necessary triples, as described above, can be done through a SPARQL
Describe query.  Moreover, since  frameworks that work with RDF often have support
for  SPARQL  no new code needs  to be  written  for  extracting the  triples. It  should
however  be  noted  that  the  SPARQL Describe  query  is  not  formally  defined,  and
different implementations can therefore return a different set of triples. But in order to
extract the set of triples as described above, the Concise Bounded Description6 should
be returned for every explicit URI and all variables in the query that match a node in
the graph. The describe query is created from the graph pattern by simply removing all
variables that only appear in object-position. This is because the node in the graph that
these variables will match will be included anyhow, and we do not need the triples
where  that  node  is  the  subject.  An  example  of  a  SPARQL Describe query  and its
corresponding graph pattern is given in figure 8.

6 http://www.w3.org/Submission/CBD/
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5. Remote editing of RDF graphs

The only case where the editing process suggested can corrupt the graph is when the
same blank node is the object of more than one triple. This since all those triples not
necessarily are extracted in step 2 and thus not removed in step 5. However, this case is
more or less hypothetical as in practice a blank node seldom appears as object in more
than one node.

The benefit of using the approach outlined here for editing a graph on a remote basis is
that it will work with any RDF graph, with the exception mentioned above. And, the
triples that should be extracted, transferred and removed are indirectly specified in the
graph pattern. On the  downside,  a  specific  interface  has to be implemented on the
server that supports the removal and update procedures. Moreover, an update problem
can occur if  two users (user  1 and 2)  are  in step 3 at  the  same time for the same
resource,  i.e. both user are editing the metadata in separate editors. If user 1 finishes
first with steps 4-6 the metadata will be saved in a correct manner. However, when user
2 finishes the graph extracted in step 5 will not correspond to the one extracted in step
2 as this subgraph has been changed by user 1. 

This problem occurs since information about when that set of triples was last updated is
not kept and the  server  will therefore  save the  last  update.  The situation described
above will not happen often in most practical settings, but could be solved by including
the original graph extracted in step 2 in the request done in step 4. The graph extracted
from the describe query step 5 can then be compared to the graph extracted in step 2,
i.e. it can be determined if they are considered to be equal. To determine the equality of
two RDF graphs they also need to be considered to be isomorphic graphs. 

To determine if any two graphs (not just RDF graphs) are isomorphic, first requires that
the  number of  nodes are  the  same in both graphs as well  as the  number of edges
(correspond  to  property  in  RDF).  Algorithms  that  determines  graph  isomorphism
usually makes (more or less) qualified guesses on a mapping of nodes and then check if
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Figure 8: To the left a graph pattern and to the right its corresponding SPARQL

Describe query

DESCRIBE <http://www.example.com/Book1> ?B 

WHERE 

 { OPTIONAL { 

    <http://www.example.com/Book1> 

    <http://http://purl.org/dc/terms/creator> ?B . } 

 }

< ex:Book1 dc:creator ?B >

< ?B foaf:name ?N >

< ?B foaf:title ?Title >

< ?B foaf:email ?EM >
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< ?B foaf:title ?Title >

< ?B foaf:email ?EM >
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the edges are the same, thus if the mapping reveals that the graphs are isomorphic. If
there are  n  nodes involved the number of possible guesses are  n!. All these guesses
have to be made in the worst case, but in case a mapping that detects that the graphs are
isomorphic can be found earlier and the algorithm can finish. However, the number of
guesses can be reduced by looking at certain characteristics of the nodes. For example,
look up for each node how many other nodes it is adjacent with. So, if a node has three
adjacent nodes it will only be guessed in the mapping to a node in the other graph that
also has this number of adjacent nodes. In the specific case of considering two RDF
graphs being equal the mapping also needs to take the URI a node might be identified
with into consideration. A mapping for a node identified with a URI has to be identified
with that URI in both RDF graphs. In case such a mapping can be done for all nodes
identified with a URI the algorithm will continue to find a mapping for the blank nodes
by  guessing.  After  that  the  edge/property  of  the  RDF  graph  are  checked.  So,  an
algorithm that finds out if two RDF graphs are considered to be the same has to guess
on the mapping for the blank nodes. However, as the blank nodes are included within a
triple where the edge/property is identified with a URI and the blank node might also
be adjacent with a node identified with a URI the number of guesses can be reduced.
So, the time it takes to decide if two RDF graphs are being considered as identical
depends  on  how many  blank  nodes  are  involved.  But,  also  what triples  they  are
involved in, since the number of possible guesses can be reduced. 

So, the only real conclusion to draw here is that comparing the two RDF graphs takes
extra time in step 5, though how much depends on the RDF graph. This since how the
guesses can be reduced depends on the triples where the blank nodes are involved.
However, in most  cases the  time will  increase by the  number of  blank nodes.  The
recommendation to give is instead to evaluate in a practical setting. In certain settings
the graphs to compare are on average small whereas in other they are large. And, the
size of the graph can play a role as the original graph has to be included in the request
to the server. So, to use this solution would have to be evaluated for each practical
setting, and also against the possible frequency for this situation to occur.

5.2 Using Named Graphs
An alternative way to extract the triples to be transferred is to create subgraphs of the
whole graph in advance. These subgraphs consists of the triples that will be extracted,
transferred and replaced, see step 2 and 5 in previous section. A construct for RDF
called  named  graphs can  be  used  to  create  these  subgraphs.  As  the  name  of  the
construct suggests, a specific name is set on a subgraph which in RDF is a set of triples.
The name of a named graph must be a URI, and each triple in the named graph will be
associated with this URI in order to know which named graph it belongs to. Hence, all
the triples of a named graph can be extracted by sorting out which triples that belong to
a certain named graph.
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5. Remote editing of RDF graphs

When editing an RDF graph remotely, the  same steps as described in the previous
section are applied, but in step 1 only the URI of the named graph needs to be included
in the request. For step 2, the named graph is extracted, even though it might contain
triples that are not necessary to include. In step 5 the URI of the named graph is again
needed, since it defines the triples to be removed. The updated named graph is inserted
in step 6, where it is assumed that all new triples belong to the named graph.

The benefits of this solution is that the graph to be transferred can be extracted rather
quickly, since the set of triples are explicitly defined in advance by the named graph.
This also means that the update can be done quicker. Another benefit is that the server
can keep track of when the named graph last was edited. Thus, if both users 1 and 2
start  editing  the  same  resource  around  the  same  time,  they  will  receive  identical
subgraphs, but the one who presses save first and requests the server to update will
succeed in saving. When the other user saves the changes, the server can detect that the
triples were extracted before the triples were changed for the last time and reply with
an error message to the user. 

If the system implementing this solution uses one named graph to cover the description
of one resource, the solution discussed here to edit an RDF graph remotely serves as a
good alternative. However, it is not always suitable to divide an existing RDF graph
into named graphs that way. Hence, to use named graphs as the specification of what
triples to extract and update is a solution that works well for the specific case above,
but it is not always optimal for an arbitrary RDF graph. 
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6. Use cases of
Annotation Profiles

The idea  of  a  configuration mechanism for  form-based  RDF editors initially arose
when the concept browser Conzilla7 (Palmér & Naeve, 2005) was being developed. In
Conzilla all information (including the metadata) is stored as RDF, and a variety of
different editors that could edit different parts of that information was needed. During
the  development  phase, metadata editors often needed to be changed,  and to avoid
having to update and compile the code only for that purpose, the idea of a configuration
mechanism was born, and this idea lead to the development of the Annotation Profile
Model.  Much  of  the  initial  work was  done within the  EU-funded  research project
LUISA8.

The electronic portfolio system Confolio9 is one of the applications where support for
annotation profiles have been implemented. This application provides each user with an
individual  webportfolio where  digital  resources can be  uploaded,  web links  can be
added and annotated, and references to non-digital resources can be created or reused.
Any  such  resources  of  these  types  is  assigned  a  named graph  that  represents  the
metadata about  it that  the  user can edit.  For each installation of  Confolio,  a set  of
annotation profiles can be  specified to be  used for a certain type of  resource.  This
makes it easy to adapt a specific installation of Confolio to what annotation profiles it
should use. And, when an editor for an installation needs to be updated the annotation
profiles is updated.  Seen from a  more  technical point  of  view Confolio is a  client

7 http://www.conzilla.org

8 http://www.luisa-project.eu/

9 http://www.confolio.org
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application that runs in a modern webbrowser. It is implemented in Javascript and uses
AJAX-technologies for  communication with the  server-side  application.  The server
uses a  generic framework for  metadata  called SCAM (Standardized Contextualized
Access to Metadata) (Ebner & Palmér, 2008) that stores the RDF graph that is edited.
SCAM is a generic framework that has a REST-based interface implemented for the
HTTP-protocol. It  also stores the  RDF graphs as named graphs, where  one named
graph keeps the metadata about one resource. And therefore the approach described in
section 5.2 for remote editing is used. The REST paradigm (Fielding, 2000) is utilized
to request the metadata graph by the HTTP method GET applied to the URI of the
named graph in order  to extract  the  triples it consists of.  Updating the  graph after
editing is performed via the method PUT applied to the same URI together with the
new graph. 

Currently Confolio is  used  in two different  settings  that  have  different  users.  One
setting involves European hematologists10 and a second setting involves people and
organizations with an interest in organic agriculture.

6.1 Hematologynet
Hematologynet11 is  a  EU-funded  project  aimed  at  harmonizing  the  education  of
hematology in Europe. In this project an installation of the Confolio system is used that
has integrated a so called Curriculum Vitae  passport (CV passport)  for  hematology.
This  CV-passport  covers  all  the  essential  parts  of  the  field  for  a  recently  trained
hematologist and has been endorsed by most of the hematological societies in Europe
(European Hematology Association, 2005). One purpose of the CV-passport is to give

10  A hematologist is a medical doctors specialized in diseases related to blood and blood forming organs.

11 http://www.hematologynet.eu/
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Figure 9: A part of the CV-passport for Hematology, with the items of subsection "Red Cell
Disorders" that is part of section �Clinical hematology�
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Hematologynet

newly trained hematologist a way to self-evaluate their competence in the field. This is
done  through  a  set  of  items  that  are  organized  in  a  hierarchy  of  sections  and
subsections.  Each  item  describes  a  specific  part  of  the  hematology  field  and  the
hematologist can express his/her own competence/knowledge about an item. See figure
9 for an example of items and a subsection the CV-passport. An item covers such things
as a disease or specific treatment. 

The CV-passport was initially only available as a printed booklet or as a PDF-file. In
Hematologynet  an  RDF  vocabulary  was  created  that  represented  the  CV-passport,
where each section, subsection and item is given unique identifier in the form of a URI.
Using this vocabulary the integration of the CV-passport into Confolio was done by
making it possible to express metadata about of resources in two ways:

1. Metadata on a user � The CV-passport is a part of the personal profile for the
user, who can edit his/her own competence profile. This is stored as metadata
about the user, and the user interface for this is generated from an annotation
profile. Hence, the digital  representation of the CV-passport is basically an
annotation profile that makes use of the RDF vocabulary.

2. Metadata on other resources � Each added resource can be annotated with
metadata about what part of the CV-passport it deals with. The metadata can
also express a required competence to make use  of  the resource, which is
achieved by a combination of an item and a level (awareness, knowledge or
competence). The same combination is used to express a targeted competence
for a certain resource, which is the level of competence that this resource can
be used to achieve. 

The integration of the CV-passport into the Confolio system is described in more detail
in Paper 4. With this type of metadata for the resources, a way to make very specific
searches is provided. i.e., if a user wants to find resources that deal with Erythrocytosis
(item g in figure 9) a specific search for such resources can be performed. This search
will  return  all  resources  that  have  metadata  saying  that  they  deal  with  this
Erythrocytosis.  A more  specific  search can be  performed,  which also includes the
targeted  level.  For  both  kind  of  searches  the  result  list  ranked  to  fit  the  required
competence of the users competence profile. These search functionalities forms another
part that is integrated into the Confolio system in order to adapt it to the needs of the
project.

As previously stated, the advantage of using annotation profiles is that the metadata
editors can be  easily changed.  For a  specific  installation,  in this case  the Confolio
application for hematologists, this becomes valuable, since the metadata that describes
the field changes. Hematology as any professional field is evolving, and therefore the
CV-passport needs to be updated on a regular basis. Such an update is planned for early
2011, and as the CV-passport in Confolio is represented as an annotation profiles the
update can be done rather effortlessly. For adapting Confolio (with regards to metadata)
to another installation, used by another community, a different set of annotation profiles
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are  developed.  An example  of  such  an installation is briefly described in the  next
section.

6.2 Organic Edunet
The EU-funded  project  Organic  Edunet12 is  another  project  that  uses  the  Confolio
application. For this project, the metadata that can be edited is adapted to express how a
specific resource relates to organic farming. As described above, this is achieved by
configuring the set of annotation profiles. For this field no competence profile exists,
but an ontology containing the  set  of  concepts for  organic  farming was developed
within the project. In the metadata edited in Confolio it was possible to express how a
resource related to on or more of the concepts of this ontology (Ebner et.al, 2009).

The ontology was being developed alongside the Confolio application. At the same
time experts in organic farming were adding resources to it and also edited metadata.
This created a situation where the possible values in the editor needed to be updated
when the ontology was changed. Yet again, this could be done fairly effortlessly by
updating  the  annotation  profile.  Hence,  there  was  no  need  to  update  the  code  of
Confolio.

In both Organic  Edunet  and Hematologynet the software  for Confolio is to a large
extent the same. As it is a web-application with a graphical user interface, the styling of
the layout differs and so do the different search functionalities. However, the major
difference between these installations is the set of metadata that can be edited and this
handled by annotation profiles.

12 http://portal.organic-edunet.eu/  
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7. Conclusions
In this thesis I have presented the work on metadata I (together my colleagues) have
carried out  over the  last  four years,  focusing on a  configuration mechanism called
annotation  profiles.  From  such  a  profile,  a  metadata  editor  can  automatically  be
created, where the edited metadata is represented in RDF. It was a conscious design
choice not to have a specific or dedicated way to express an annotation profile, since
parts of the information needed to create an editor can be found in descriptions that
might  already  exist  before  the  annotation  profile  is  created.  In  this  thesis  I  have
mentioned  RDFS,  OWL,  Description  Set  Profiles  and  Fresnel  as  such  possible
descriptions. These descriptions can express restrictions on the triples in different ways,
and with Fresnel it is also possible to express layout-instructions, which can be reused
in an editor. Similar initiatives that hold descriptions that can be used by an annotation
profile might also appear in the future. Thus, an annotation profile can be created with
information coming from various sources. However, in order for an annotation profile
to be valid, it needs to conform to the Annotation Profile Model.

One conclusion we could draw from this work is that  even though the descriptions
mentioned above can be used as part of an annotation profile, they cannot alone and not
even in combination with one another, be used to create a fully valid annotation profile.
So, our way to provide this additional description is an important contribution, which
can also be used to express an annotation profile on its own. For this purpose our subset
of the query-language SPARQL, is a suitable candidate for the graph-pattern and for
the  form template  I have presented an example  in XML. These  examples keep the
graph pattern and the form template separated since they are expressed using different
syntaxes.  However an annotation profile  can be  expressed using a common syntax
where the two parts are entwined. This can be achieved by creating a binding to the
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JSON13 syntax,  which  is  currently being  developed.  Another  reason  for  creating  a
binding to JSON for annotation profiles is that it will work well with Javascript. An
API  representing  the  Annotation  Profile  Model  for  Javascript  is  currently  being
developed by me and my colleagues in the KMR group at KTH. The resulting binding
to JSON is conceived as the recommended way to express an annotation profile, since
it probably will be easier to interpret by humans compared to a syntax that keeps the
graph  pattern  and  the  form  template  separate.  I  would  also  argue  that  having  a
recommended  syntax  would  lower  the  threshold  when  starting  to  use  annotation
profiles, and it could hopefully increase the uptake. Organizations or persons would be
given an easier way to share and reuse annotation profiles, since a common syntax for
the annotation profile will be used. It needs to be noted that this will not be a dedicated
syntax for annotation profiles, i.e. other syntaxes will be allowed.

As  the  Annotation  Profiles  Model  works  with  the  data-model  used  by  RDF  the
resulting editors can combine metadata descriptions originating from different metadata
standards  into  one description for  a  resource.  For example,  resources  intended  for
learning will  be  able to fit  both educational  and technical metadata into one single
description. These kinds of resources can be of various media types, therefore different
standards might be used for the technical metadata. To be able to easily change the
metadata editors without having to manipulate the code of an application is one of the
main advantages of using annotation profiles. So, instead of hard-coding what metadata
to  edit  and  what  the  editor  should  look  like,  using  annotation  profiles  gives  the
possibility to easily change a specific editor, or to adapt a piece of software that can be
reused  in  many  settings.  Thus,  an  application  programmer  no  longer  needs  to  be
responsible for metadata editors producing correct metadata. However, a programmer
needs to implement support for the Annotation Profile Model, but this is something that
could be modularized into a code-library,  i.e. it only needs to be done once and can
after that be reused by several applications.

I have also presented an example of an application (Confolio) using annotation profiles
that benefits from the advantages described above, where two different installations
have been adapted to two different kinds of users. For both these installations, metadata
on  resources  intended  for  learning  can  be  described,  but  since  they  are  aimed  at
different audiences, the metadata to be edited was adapted by using annotation profiles.
The installation for the hematology community also gives the user the option to add
metadata on his/her profile that describes the user's current competence in hematology.
As this medical field evolves, this editor needs to be adapted. Even though annotation
profiles will make it easier to adapt this editor, the existing metadata might need to be
changed. Example of  this can be  that an item in the competence profile  should be
removed as it is no longer relevant for the hematology community. To remove it in the
annotation profile is a matter of configuration, and in this case it is represented as a
URI. But, should it be kept in the existing metadata or should it be removed but noted
as  deprecated?  This  is  a  problem that  is  out  of  the  scope  of  this  thesis,  and  the

13 Javascript Object Notation, http://json.org
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Annotation Profile Model is not a suitable candidate to solve this problem. However, it
is closely  related,  since  these  changes have to be  performed before  the  annotation
profile can be updated.

Annotation profiles have also been shown to be useful when editing RDF on a remote
basis, since, through the graph pattern, the set of triples that can be effected by the
editor is defined. Hence, it is only this subgraph that will be sent to the editing client.
When the updates are done in the editor, the graph pattern will be sent as information
about which triples to remove, together  with the triples to be inserted instead. One
drawback of this solution can appear when the server-side holds a large graph, since the
time it takes to extract the triples from the graph pattern grows both with the size of the
graph on the server-side  and with the size of  the graph pattern. The same goes for
removing the subgraph in the updating phase. An alternative solution is to define the
scope of a resource in advance by using named graphs. This provides a quicker way to
extract and update the graph, though the named graph has to include all the triples that
can be  affected by the  annotation profile  used.  Another advantage of  using named
graphs is that information about when the subgraph was updated can be stored. Thus, if
two persons starts editing the same resources at the same time the one saving last can
be notified that other changes has been taken place since the subgraph was fetched. To
achieve this when the graph to remove is calculated from a describe-query another
approach has to be considered. Here the original graph, that was initially extracted for
editing, has to be included. So, to allow an update the graph to remove, calculated from
the describe query, has to be identical with the original graph. If this is not the case
changes have been made after the subgraph was initially extracted for editing. When
this would happen the update can be ignored and a notification can be sent back to the
metadata author. However, to find out if two graphs are identical would slow down the
update procedure further. By how much depends on the characteristics of the original
RDF graph. So, the risk of eventually overriding someones updates on the metadata
had to be valued against the increase of  using more computing power,  i.e. slowing
down the updating process further.

The Annotation Profile Model serves as a basis to provide a flexible metadata authoring
environment, where the metadata to edit can be changed by updating an annotation
profile instead of by changing the code of an application. The model also fits into the
web environment, since the graph pattern can be used to calculate the metadata when
the metadata is edited on a remote basis. A way to provide an even better environment
would be to develop a graphical user interface where annotation profiles themselves
could be edited.

7.1 Future work - Editor for editors
One  reason  for  creating  a  metadata  editor  is  to  hide  the  underlying  syntax  for
representing the metadata from the metadata author. Hiding the syntax of an annotation
profile in a similar manner would be a way to lower the threshold to use annotation
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profiles even further. A prototype of such an application has been developed, but it is
not suitable for users that are not  experts on annotation profiles, partly because the
graph pattern and the form template must be edited separately. Furthermore, the graph
pattern  has  to  be  edited  directly,  i.e., the  syntax  is  directly  exposed  and  edited.
However, a new web-based application (called Formulator), where annotation profiles
can  be  edited,  is  under  development.  This  application  will  represent  the  resulting
annotation profile using the new JSON binding. Formulator will be built on top of a
web service from which the resulting annotation profile can be accessed via a URL. All
this in order to make it easier to use annotation profiles.

We also  plan that  descriptions  like  RDFS,  OWL etc.  should  be  able  to  feed  into
Formulator,  and  the  information  specified  there  will  be  included  in  the  resulting
annotation  profile.  Hence,  these  descriptions  will  not  be  included  in  the  resulting
annotation profile, though the annotation profiles will be built using the information
that these description provide. In that sense one recommended syntax will be used, but
it would still be possible to use external sources of information. It will also be possible
to  verify  if  the  resulting  RDF  produced  by  an  editor  actually  follows  the  given
descriptions. Another interesting research direction is to investigate how an editor can
be generated from the RDF graph that an editor is supposed to edit, i.e., some kind of
automatic  creation of  annotation profiles.  Such an approach has been suggested by
Pazienza, Scarpato, Noemi, and Stellato (2010) for the case of viewing and browsing
RDF  graphs.  For  the  editing  case  it  would  probably  not  be  wise  to  directly  use
automatically  created  editors,  though  the  Formulator  application  could  create
suggestions to the creator of the annotation profile that is generated in this way.
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Paper presented at the International Conference on Dublin Core and Metadata

Applications, Singapore 28 - 31 August 2007.

The author contributed to chapter 4 and 5 of this paper

This  paper  starts  with  a  discussion  about  how  annotation  tools  (for  form-based
metadata editors) can be divided into 3 categories fixed,  configurable or generic. It is
concluded that fixed annotation tools provide little or no adaptability, whereas a generic
annotation tool are very flexible in the metadata it can edit. But, this would more or
less mean to edit  the syntax the  metadata  is expressed in and would leave a lot of
responsibility  up  to  the  user  when  complying  with  the  syntax.  What  configurable
annotation tools would add is a  user-friendly interface that can hide the underlying
syntax  but  still  be  possible  to  adapt  when  needed.  From  the  assumption  that  the
metadata  to  edit  will  be  represented in  RDF,  the  requirements  for  a  configuration
mechanism for annotation tools is discussed and divided into four categories:

� Completeness � requires that any correct RDF structure should be possible to
edit. 

� Structure �  includes ordering and  groupings  of  the  different  items of  the
interface as well as cardinality constraints. 

� Interaction � hints on how the value to be edited should be presented to the
user, e.g. by a dropdown menu, radio-buttons, check-boxes etc.

� Presentation �  includes  possibilities  to express  labels  and  descriptions  in
order to provide  the  user  with hints on what  value  to provide. Such hints
should also be possible to express in more than one language.

An information model called the Annotation Profile Model is introduced as a candidate
to meet these requirements, in a way that is language- and platform-independent. The
purpose of the model is to provide a configuration mechanism that is specific enough to
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support  the  automatic  creation  of  metadata  editors.  This  model  is  described  as
consisting of two parts:

� Graph  Pattern  Model  �  responsible  for  the  completeness  requirement.
Hence,  it  must  capture  triples  from  existing  metadata  and  also  act  as  a
template when new metadata has to be created. Subsets of query-languages
for RDF, such as SPARQL, are mentioned as a possible candidates to express
a graph pattern.

� Form  Template  Model �  responsible  for  the  requirements  on  structure,
interaction and presentation. This model corresponds to a tree-structure that
outlines the structure of the resulting editor and also specifies how a value is
to  be  edited,  via  a  text-field or  some kind  of  choice  mechanism.  It  also
references the graph pattern, so that the edited values end up in the correct
place in the resulting RDF graph.

An implementation of the Annotation Profile Model in an application called SHAME is
presented at the  end of  the  paper.  This implementation was written in Java,  but  a
planned implementation is mentioned with similar functionality that is better suited for
the web-environment.
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The author contributed to the major parts of the content of this paper

This paper discusses the situation where the metadata to edit (represented in RDF) is
stored on a machine that can only be accessed on a remote basis. It is discussed how to
design a protocol that can edit such a graph and from this perspective the following
four categories of requirements are set up:

� Resource centric �  all kinds of  subgraphs  that  are  reachable (possible via
intermediate blank nodes) from a named node (resource identified through a
URI) should be modifiable.

� Concise modifications � the modification request should be concise and also
efficient, i.e. neither too much nor too little data should be sent 

� Without side effects � The parts of the graph not to be modified should be left
untouched.

� Application independent  � There  should be  no built-in knowledge in the
protocol for specific properties or resources.

From these requirements, possible solutions are discussed and the following two naive
solutions are discarded: 1) transferring updates on one triple at a time, since it would
yield a �chatty�  protocol,  2)  transferring the  whole graph which can result in large
amounts of unnecessary data being transferred that will not be affected by the editing.
Other solutions are also discussed, such as sending differences between RDF graphs.
This approach falls short unless enough information is provided on how to identify a
blank node. An update language called SPARUL (an extension to SPARQL) is also
discussed. SPARUL is seen as a possible way for certain situations to act as a protocol
for editing the remote RDF graph, where the structure of the graph must be known in
advance. Thus, this solution will not be general enough.

The overall problem comes down to treating blank nodes in a  correct manner. The
suggested approach in this paper is to replace subgraphs in the following manner:
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1. Retrieve a proper subgraph to edit � Which triples to be extracted needs to
be specified in a request to the storage holding the RDF graph. A way to do
this is to use the DESCRIBE-query of SPARQL if it is implemented to include
the Concise Bounded Description. In practice this means that all blank nodes
in the retrieved subgraph will appear in the subject-position in at least one
triple, if such a triple exist in the graph from which the subgraph is retrieved.

2. Edit/update the graph � This step involves editing the retrieved subgraph.

3. Update  the  remote  storage �  This  step  involves  the  replacement  of  the
subgraph extracted in step 1 above with the updated one from step 2. The
replacement  information is sent  in the  same request,  and the  subgraph to
remove is described the same way as in step 1, and the request also includes
updated graph from step 2 to merge into the large graph.

It is concluded that the proposed solution is the only on that meets the requirements
above. It is also shown that the graph pattern of an annotation profile serves well as a
description  of  which  triples  to  retrieve  in  step  1  (and  to  remove  in  step  3).  The
drawback of the proposed solution is that the graph removed in step 3 might not be the
same as in step 1, as someone else can have edited the same resource. This since the
subgraph that is extracted will not be locked. A solution for this problem is not included
in this paper.
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In this paper the differences between knowledge work and e-learning are discussed.
Here e-learning is described as a continuous lifelong process, in contrast to knowledge
work, where learning in a typical work situation is seen as a process that will result in
acquiring knowledge to solve a current problem. In such a situation it is optimal to
consider the context of the person, here called a knowledge worker. Such information
could be retrieved from a profile of the knowledge worker, for example geographical
location, operative system used, and the existing knowledge the knowledge worker has
already. This would typically be included in a search for relevant resources to solve a
certain problem, which in turn requires that these resources have been annotated with
appropriate  metadata.  Thus,  a  situation  occurs  where  metadata  descriptions  from
different standards need to be combined with metadata descriptions that only provide
meaning inside a specific organization.  In this paper IEEE LOM is presented as an
alternative to serve as base schema, to which the other descriptions could be added.
Hence, an application profile is built upon the IEEE LOM standard, which was chosen
since it covers most of the needs for making descriptions about the resources in this
situation. Then additional metadata descriptions could be added as extensions. In the
conclusion  to  this  paper,  the  problem  of  interoperability  is  brought  up,  since  the
proposed solution only creates interoperability within a given set of standards. When a
new standard  is  to  be  used,  the  combination  could  not  always  be  achieved  in  an
effortless manner.
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This paper describes some of the practical benefits of using annotation profiles in a
setting with actual users. The setting is a system of web-portfolios that is customized to
the  hematology community (medical  doctors specialized in  blood-related diseases).
One of the purposes for creating this system is to provide the possibility to describe
learning resources related to hematology, i.e. to express metadata on such resources.
Another  purpose  is  to  provide  the  users  with  the  possibility  to  describe  their
competence in the field of hematology, which is expressed as metadata on each user.
The metadata editors for both the learning resources and the competence profile are
generated from annotation profiles. 

Previous to the development of the web portfolio system, the European Hematology
Association had developed a so called Curriculum Vitae passport (CV passport) that
serves  a  competence  profile  for  hematology.  The  CV  passport,  which  has  been
distributed  as  a  printed  booklet,  divides  the  medical  field  into  subcategories  that
contain so called competence-items. For each such item the hematologist can fill out
her/his level of competence. In this paper, a machine processable representation of the
CV-passport in the form of an RDF vocabulary is introduced. The competence editor in
the portfolio system is created from an annotation profile, where the CV-passport is
replicated and the level of competence for each item can be set. The provided editors
for learning resources makes it possible to express the fact that the resource deals with
a certain part of the CV-passport. The search functionality that this enables is described
further in this paper. 

As all medical fields, hematology is evolving and this requires periodical updates of the
CV-passport.  The  paper  discusses  how the  use  of  annotation  profiles  makes  such
updates of editors possible by updating the corresponding annotation profile. Another
aspect  highlighted  in  the  paper  is  that  other  related  medical  fields  (for  example
oncology) can reuse parts of the CV-passport and the annotation profiles provide an
easy way to create an editor that supports this. With CV-passports in different fields it
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would even be possible to create an interface where the individual physician creates an
individual CV-passport with the items needed for his/her competence development, i.e.
an editor for editors could be put in the hands of the user. 
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